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the pc-dmis is the 3d measuring software for computer-assisted-design. it drives measurement data
acquisition directly from cad files. you will achieve maximum efficiency when inspecting objects with
a large volume of point data. on the other hand, your cad import process can now be accelerated. 
with xmetro, you benefit from the best technology: the new xmetro contains components from
hexagon, siemens, safran, crea, and bosch. the software's cad-compatible user interface combines
3d measurement functions, specific expert modules, and reporting functionality in one tool. the
software is available on all windows operating systems with the user-friendly and intuitive user
interface, designed specifically for windows 10. for increased performance and process reliability.
metrolog x4s 64-bit architecture increases the amount of available memory. this improves
performance, especially when inspecting large volumes. the new architecture furthermore provides
full support for multi-core processors. the new software architecture brings two main advantages:
the ability to increase the file size handling significantly for: -> cad files import and manipulation ->
point cloud import or acquisition the ability to significantly reduce conversion and projection time
while using large data sets (cad files, point clouds). native 64-bit application, multi-core and multi-
task enabled: metrolog x4 is ready for the future! metrolog x4 combines within a common user
interface 3d measurement functions, specific expert modules and an efficient report editor. this
unique environment includes everything you need for successful 3d measurements. no need to
juggle between two or more programs.
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quality assurance applications, such as full-field measurement of metal parts, are an important part
of industrial design and manufacturing and provide valuable information for ongoing process control.

in this regard, metrologic group offers a complete set of measurement tools and algorithms for
quality assurance, dimensional scanning, defect detection, and inspection of internal geometries.

optical tools for the measurement of stress in components and structural elements are very powerful
in establishing the design intent, the quality of the fabrication process, and the extent of any post-

processing work. the stress associated with cracking and delamination is often associated with
residual stress and is used to evaluate the stresses induced during the machining of parts. in

addition, the residual stress field is a very important design parameter, which is related to fatigue,
buckling, and other important failure mechanisms. stereo (3d) image matching: stereo methods are
widely used in automated defect detection, inspection, and robotic vision applications74, 75, 76 . in
order to fully exploit the potential of stereo methods, a stereo camera pair should be calibrated for

accurate image matching. the calibration process is defined by the mathematically well-defined
relationship between the metric depth (or distance) between two image points and the

corresponding disparity values. with the help of a stereo camera pair, a two-dimensional
representation of objects and the distance between objects can be obtained even if the objects

themselves are obscured and their mutual distance cannot be assessed by other techniques, such as
the contact method or time of flight technique. the precise calibration of a stereo pair enables this

type of real time obstacle detection by three-dimensional reconstruction77, 78, 79. in addition to the
bilateral calibration of the stereo pair, the disparity maps can be created with the help of image
processing in order to identify the existence of potential obstacles in the field of view. this three-

dimensional information is then used to navigate a robot to avoid obstacles and the safety of
inspection or assembly operations. the stereo method also has the ability to detect flaws and defects

in industrial products, such as welds, cracks, and surface flaws80. 5ec8ef588b
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